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A norm homomorphism for the group of R-equivalence classes of all simply
connected semisimple classical algebraic groups is constructed. The group of
Ž .R-equivalence classes for special unitary groups SU B, t is computed. It is proved
Ž . Ž .that the variety of SU B, t is rational if ind B F 3 and the stable birational type
Ž .of SU B, t depends only on the Brauer class of B and does not depend on the
involution t . Q 1998 Academic Press
w xThe notion of R-equivalence, introduced by Manin in 11 , is an impor-
tant birational invariant of an algebraic variety defined over an arbitrary
field F. In the case of an algebraic group G the set of R-equivalence
Ž .classes G F rR has a natural group structure, which was studied by
w xColliot-Thelene and Sansuc in 5 .Â Á
Let G be a connected algebraic group defined over a field F. The group
G is called rational if the variety of G is rational; i.e., G is birationally
isomorphic to an affine space. We call G stably rational if the variety
G = An is rational for some n. If a connected algebraic group G, definedF
over F, is a direct factor of a stably rational group, then the group G is
Ž .R-tri¤ial; i.e., the group of R-equivalence classes G L rR is trivial for any
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field extension LrF. It is unknown whether the R-triviality of G implies
the fact that G is a direct factor of a stably rational group. For algebraic
w x Ž .tori this is proved in 5 . Thus, the knowledge of the group G F rR sheds
some light on the birational structure of G.
Ž . w xThe group G F rR for algebraic tori was computed in 5 and for
w xadjoint classical semisimple groups in 14 . The latter computation enables
us to construct first examples of nonrational adjoint groups.
For simply connected semisimple groups the computation of the group
Ž w xof R-equivalence classes is known only for inner forms of type A cf. 22n
.and Example 1.3 and in some easy cases when this group is trivial since
Ž .the corresponding algebraic group is rational types C and G .n 2
In the present paper we construct a norm homomorphism for any simply
connected semisimple classical algebraic group and compute the group of
R-equivalence classes for special unitary groups, i.e., for simply connected
outer forms of type A . This computation comes as a result of the study ofn
certain functorial properties of the group of R-equivalence classes for
algebraic groups. To formulate these properties, it is convenient to intro-
Ž .duce the following category C s C F for an arbitrary infinite field F.
The objects of C are algebraic group homomorphisms a : G “ T , where
G is an R-trivial reductive group defined over F and T is an algebraic
a a 9Ž . Ž .torus over F. A morphism G “ T “ G9 “ T 9 in C is a group homo-
morphism b : T “ T 9, such that for any field extension ErF the image of
X Ž . Ž .the composition b ( a belongs to the image of a : G9 E “ T 9 E .E E E
Ž .It turns out cf. Section 3 that there is a natural functor from the
category C to the category of abelian groups, taking a : G “ T to the
Ž . Ž .group of R-equivalence classes H F rR, where H s ker a . As an appli-
cation we show that this construction allows us to define the norm
homomorphism for groups of R-equivalence classes of certain algebraic
groups. For example, if q is a nondegenerate quadratic form defined over
F and ErF is a finite separable field extension, then there is a well-de-
fined norm homomorphism for groups of R-equivalence classes of spinor
groups
N : Spin q m E rR “ Spin q rR .Ž . Ž .Er F F
In fact, we construct the norm homomorphism for all simply connected
classical algebraic groups and prove its functorial properties.
Another application deals with the special unitary groups. Let LrF be a
quadratic separable field extension and let B be a central simple algebra
over L with an involution t of the second kind trivial on F. We prove
Ž .Theorem 5.4 that the group of R-equivalence classes of the special
Ž .unitary group SU B, t is naturally isomorphic to S9rS, where S9 is the
= Ž .subgroup in B of all elements b, such that Nrd b g F and S is the
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subgroup in B=, generated by t-symmetric elements. In particular,
Ž . Ž .SU B, t rR s 1 if ind B is square-free.
Ž .In the case ind B is not square-free, Suslin has conjectured that the
Ž . Ž w xgroup SU B, t is not R-trivial cf. 20 ; in fact, his conjecture concerns
Ž .inner forms of type A , but the group SU B, t becomes inner formn
. Ž .over L . This conjecture is known to be true if ind B is divisible by 4
Ž .Remark 6.6 .
The group S9rS does not depend on the involution t . We explain this
phenomenon in the second part of the paper. It turns out that the stable
Ž .birational type of SU B, t depends only on the Brauer class of B
Ž . Ž . Ž .Corollary 6.7 . We also prove Theorem 6.4 that SU B, t is birationally
Ž . risomorphic to SU D, s = A for some r, where D is the central skew-F
field over L, Brauer equivalent to B, and s is some involution of the
Ž .second kind on D. This implies that the group SU B, t is rational if
Ž . Ž .ind B F 3 Corollary 6.5 .
We use the following notation. An algebraic group is a smooth affine
group scheme of finite type over a field. For a vector space V over a field
F and a field extension ErF we denote by V the E-vector space V m E.E F
For an algebraic variety X over F and for any F-scheme U the set
Ž . Ž . Ž .Mor U, X of U-points of X is denoted by X U . If U s Spec R , we
Ž . Ž .simply write X R for X U . For a morphism of varieties a : X “ Y, the
Ž . Ž . nmap of sets of points X R “ Y R is denoted by a . The symbol AR F
denotes the affine space over F and A B denotes the category of abelian
groups.
1. THE GROUP OF R-EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
Let F be a field. Denote by O the semilocal subring in the field of
Ž .rational functions F t consisting of all functions defined at points t s 0
and t s 1. The evaluation at these points gives two F-algebra homomor-
phisms e : O “ F, i s 0, 1.i
Let X be an algebraic variety defined over a field F. For any element
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x t g X O and i s 0, 1 denote by x i the ¤alue of x t at i, i.e., the
Ž .image of x t under the map
X e : X O “ X F .Ž . Ž . Ž .i
LEMMA 1.1. Let a : X “ Y be a morphism of algebraic ¤arieties o¤er a
field F. Then
a x t i s a x iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .O F
Ž . Ž .for any x t g X O and i s 0, 1.
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Proof. Follows from the commutativity of the diagram
aO 6Ž . Ž .X O Y O
6 6
Ž . Ž .X e Y ei i
aF 6Ž . Ž .X F Y F .
Ž .Let G be an algebraic group defined over F. An element g g G F is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .called R-tri¤ial if there exists g t g G O such that g 0 s 1 and g 1 s g
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .cf. 5 . The set of all R-trivial elements in G F we denote by RG F .
Ž .LEMMA 1.2. Let H be a normal closed subgroup in G. Then
Ž . Ž .1. RH F is a normal subgroup in G F .
Ž . Ž .2. If GrH is a commutati¤e group then so is RG F rRH F .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1. Let h g RH F , i s 1, 2. Choose h t g H O such thati i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .h 0 s 1, h 1 s h , i s 1, 2, and consider h t s h t ? h t g H O .i i i 1 2
Ž . Ž . y1 y1 Ž . Ž .Then h 0 s 1 and h 1 s h h and hence h h g RH F ; i.e., RH F1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is a subgroup in G F . Let g g G F and h g RH F . Choose h t g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . y1H O such that h 0 s 1 and h 1 s h and consider h9 t s g ? h t ? g
Ž . Ž . Ž . y1 y1 Ž .g H O . Then h9 0 s 1 and h9 1 s ghg ; hence, ghg g RH F and
Ž . Ž .RH F is a normal subgroup in G F .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2. Let g g RG F , i s 1, 2. Choose g t g G O such that g 0 si 1 1
Ž . Ž . w Ž . x Ž .1, g 1 s g and consider the commutator h t s g t , g g H O .1 1 1 2
Ž . w x Ž . w x w x Ž .Then h 0 s 1, g s 1 and h 1 s g , g and hence g , g g RH F .2 1 2 1 2
It follows from Lemma 1.2 that for an algebraic group G the group
Ž . Ž .RG F is a normal subgroup in G F . We simply denote the factor-group
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G F rRG F by G F rR. A group G is called R-tri¤ial if G L rR s 1
for any field extension LrF.
Let ErF be a finite separable field extension and let R be theEr F
Weil transfer functor. For any algebraic group G over E, we have
Ž .Ž . Ž .R G F rR s G E rR. In particular, if G is R-trivial, then so isEr F
Ž .R G .Er F
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let A be a central simple algebra over F, G s GL1, A
the group of invertible elements in A. Denote by H the kernel SL of1, A
the reduced norm homomorphism Nrd: G “ G . The group of R-trivialm , F
Ž . w = =x Želements in H F coincides with the commutator subgroup A , A cf.
w x. Ž . Ž . = w = =x22 . Hence, G F rRH F equals A r A , A , which is naturally iso-
Ž . Ž wmorphic to the Whitehead group K A in algebraic K-theory cf. 16,1
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x. Ž . Ž . w = =xSect. 3 . The group H F rR s SL A r A , A is known as the re-1
Ž . Ž w x.duced Whitehead group SK A cf. 18 .1
Let a : G “ H be an algebraic group homomorphism over a field F. It
induces homomorphisms
a : G F “ H F and a : G O “ H O .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F O
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let g g RG F , so that there exists g t g G O such that g 0 s 1 and
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .g 1 s g. Denote by h t the elements a g t g H O . By Lemma 1.1,O
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .h 0 s a g 0 s a 1 s 1 and h 1 s a g 1 s a g ; hence, a gF F F F F
Ž . Ž . Ž .g RH F . In other words, a takes RG F to RH F and thereforeF
Ž . Ž .induces a group homomorphism G F rR “ H F rR. Thus, the corre-
Ž .spondence G ‹ G F rR induces a functor from the category of algebraic
Ž .groups over F to the category of abstract groups.
We will use later the following technical
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let G be a connected algebraic group o¤er a field F
Ž .with the property that the group of rational points G F is dense in G, let
Ž .U ; G be a nonempty open subset o¤er F, and let f : U F “ A be a map to
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .some group A, such that f g g s f g f g for all g , g g U F with1 2 1 2 1 2
ÄŽ . Ž .g g g U F . Then f extends uniquely to a group homomorphism f : G F1 2
“ A.
Ž . y1 Ž .Proof. Let g g G F . Since gU l U is not empty and G F is dense
ÄŽ .in G there exist g , g g U F such that g s g g . If an extension f exists,1 2 1 2
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .then necessarily f g s f g f g , so that f is unique. We define f by1 2
this formula.
Ä X XIn order to prove that f is well defined, assume that g s g g s g g1 2 1 2
X X Ž .for some g , g g U F . Choose an F-point h in the intersection U l1 2
g Uy1 l gX Uy1 l gUy1. We have g s hh and gX s hhX for some h , hX1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž . X X X X Ž .g U F . Moreover, g s h ? h g s h ? h g and h g s h g g U F .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Hence,
f g ? f g s f hh ? f g s f h ? f h ? f g s f h ? f h gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
s f h ? f hX gX s f h ? f hX ? f gX s f hhX ? f gXŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
s f gX ? f gX .Ž . Ž .1 2
ÄThus, the map f , being clearly the extension of f , is well defined.
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we prove that f g g s f g ? f g for any g , g g G F . As-1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . y1 y1sume first that g g U F . Choose an F-point h in U l g U l g U .1 1 2
Ž . Ž .Then g s hg for some g g U F and h, g h g U F . We have2 1
Äf g gŽ .1 2
Ä Ä Äs f g h ? g s f g h ? f g s f g ? f h ? f g s f g ? f g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1 2
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Ž .Consider now the general case. Let g s hg with h, g g U F . Then1
Äf g gŽ .1 2
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äs f h ? gg s f h ? f gg s f h ? f g ? f g s f g ? f g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 1 2
Ž w x.Remark 1.5. Our argument is close to that of Weil cf. 6 .
Ž .Remark 1.6. The condition for G F to be dense in G holds if F is an
w xinfinite field and G is reductive 2, Corollary 18.3 .
2. RATIONAL GROUPS
The relation between R-equivalence and rationality is given by the
following
w xPROPOSITION 2.1 5 . If G is a direct factor of a stably rational group, then
G is R-tri¤ial.
The following well-known proposition gives a useful method to establish
rationality.
PROPOSITION 2.2. If any maximal torus of a reducti¤e group G is rational
o¤er its field of definition, then the group G is itself rational.
Ž .Proof. The function field F G is isomorphic to the function field of
the generic maximal torus over the function field of the variety of maxi-
w x Ž . w xmal tori. But the latter variety is rational by 4 in characteristic zero , 7 ,
w xand 3 .
The rank of an algebraic group is the dimension of a maximal torus.
COROLLARY 2.3. All reducti¤e groups of rank F 2 are rational.
w xProof. By 22 , all tori of dimension F 2 are rational.
The following proposition gives some classes of rational groups.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Unitary, special orthogonal, and symplectic groups are
rational.
Proof. If the base field F is of characteristic different from 2, the
Ž w x.statement is well known cf. 23 . Indeed, the Cayley transformation g ‹
Ž . Ž .1 y g r 1 q g gives a birational isomorphism between a given group and
the affine space of its Lie algebra. We present here a characteristic free
proof.
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By Proposition 2.2, it suffices to show that all maximal tori of these
groups are rational. Let T be a maximal torus defined over a field E. The
absolute Galois group of E acts on T by automorphisms, preserving the
root system. Hence, the Galois group of the minimal splitting field exten-
sion of T acts naturally on the lattice M of characters of T and so can be
identified with a subgroup in the automorphism group L of the corre-
sponding root system. In all the cases one can choose a Z-basis e , e , . . . , e1 2 n
of M with the following action of L:
Ž . Ž .1 In the case A unitary groups , L is the direct product of then
symmetric group S , acting by permutations on e , and Zr2Z acting byn i
e ‹ ye .i i
Ž .2 In the other cases B , C , and D , L is a semidirect product ofn n n
n Ž .Ł Zr2Z and S acting by permutations of the generators a of Zr2Z.is1 n i
The group S acts by permutations on e and a takes e to ye and fixesn i i i i
other e .j
Ž . Ž .The group L in 1 can be considered as a subgroup of L in 2 by
taking the generator of Zr2Z to the product of all a . Therefore, it sufficesi
Ž .to consider only the case 2 .
Consider a lattice P of rank 2n with a Z-basis f , f , . . . , f , g , g , . . . , g1 2 n 1 2 n
and a lattice N with a Z-basis h , h , . . . , h . The group L acts on P and1 2 n
N as follows: S permutes f , g , h and a interchanges f with g andn i i i i i i
fixes other f , g , and all h . Thus, P and N, being permutation L-mod-j j i
ules, are the character lattices of the tori GL and GL respectively,1, L 1, E
where L and E are etale F-algebras of rank 2n and n. The L-epimor-Â
Ž . Ž .phism a : P “ N, a f s a g s h , induces an inclusion E ¤ L, mak-i i i
ing L a quadratic extension of E. The kernel of a is isomorphic to M via
e ‹ f y g . By the duality between tori and character lattices, the torus Ti i i
is isomorphic to GL rGL . But the latter group is rational being an1, L 1, E
Ž Ž ..open subset in the corestriction R P L of the projective space.Er F E
Ž .3. THE CATEGORY C F
Assume we are given a diagram of connected algebraic groups and
group homomorphisms
G G9
6 6
a a 9
b 6
T T 9,
)Ž .
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over an infinite field F such that for any field extension ErF the image of
X Ž . Ž .the composition b ( a belongs to the image of a : G9 E “ T 9 E .E E E
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a rational morphism h: G “ G9 making the
Ž . Ž .diagram ) commutati¤e. If G F is dense in G then h can be chosen such
Ž .that h 1 is defined and equals 1.
Ž .Proof. Let E be the function field F G of the group G. By assump-
Ž .tion, there is h g G9 E , such that
a X h s b a j ,Ž . Ž .Ž .E E E
Ž .where j g G E is the generic element. Viewing h as a rational morphism
from G to G9, we have a 9(h s b ( a .
Ž .Assume that G F is dense in G. Denote by U ; G the open subset of
Ž .y1definition of h and choose g g U F . By assumption, there is g 9 g
Ž . X Ž . Ž Ž ..G9 F such that a g 9 s b a g . Consider the rational morphism h9:F F F
Ž . Ž .gU “ G9 given by the formula h9 gu s g 9 ? h u . We have
a 9 h9 gu s a 9 g 9 ? h u s a 9 g 9 ? a 9 h uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
s b a g ? b a u s b a gu ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Ž .i.e., a 9(h9 s b ( a . Since 1 g gU F , we can replace h by h9 and
Ž . Ž .y1assume that h 1 is defined. Finally, replacing h by h 1 ? h, we get the
Ž .desired equality h 1 s 1.
In the conditions of Lemma 3.1 denote by U ; G an open nonempty
subset in the set of definition of h, so that one can view h as a regular
morphism U “ G9. In particular, we have a map
h : U F “ G9 F .Ž . Ž .F
Ž . Ž .Denote by H resp. H9 the kernel of a resp. a 9 and by h the
Ž .composition cf. Lemma 1.2
hF
U F “ G9 F “ G9 F rRH9 F .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Assume that G F rR s 1. Then h extends uniquely to a
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..homomorphism b : G F “ G9 F rRH9 F such that b RH F s 1.
Proof. We claim first that h satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.4,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., h g g s h g h g for all g , g g U F with the property g g g1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .U F . In order to prove the claim, choose g t g G O such that g 0 s 1,1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .g 1 s g . Clearly, g t g U O . Consider1 1 1
y1
h t s h g t ? h g ? h g t g g G9 O .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .O 1 O 2 O 1 2
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X Ž Ž ..Since a 9(h s b ( a is a homomorphism, it follows that a h t s 1, i.e.,O
Ž . Ž .h t g H9 O . By Lemma 1.1, we have
y1
h 0 s h g 0 ? h g ? h g 0 gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F 1 F 2 F 1 2
y1s h 1 ? h g ? h g s 1Ž . Ž . Ž .F F 2 F 2
and similarly
y1h 1 s h g ? h g ? h g g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F 1 F 2 F 1 2
Ž .i.e., the r.h.s. of the last equality belongs to RH9 F , hence the claim.
By Proposition 1.4, the map h extends uniquely to a group homomor-
Ž . Ž . Ž .phism G F “ G9 F rRH9 F . Clearly, it does not depend on the choice
of an open subset U in the set of definition of h. We claim that it does not
depend also on the choice of h. Indeed, let h9: G “ G9 be another
Ž . Ž .rational morphism, making the diagram ) commutative, such that h9 1
s 1. Choose a nonempty open subset U ; G, which is contained in the
Ž .sets of definition of h and h9, so that h, h9 g G9 U . We have h9 s h ? n
Ž . Ž . Ž .with n g H9 U and it suffices to show that n g g RH9 F for anyF
Ž . Ž . Ž .g g U F . The group G F rR is trivial; hence, one can choose g t g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G O such that g 0 s 1 and g 1 s g and consider the element h t s
Ž Ž .. Ž .n g t g H9 O . Clearly, by Lemma 1.1,O
y1Xh 0 s n g 0 s n 1 s h 1 ? h 1 s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F F F F
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .and h 1 s n g 1 s n g , i.e., n g g RH9 F . Thus, the homomor-F F F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .phism G F “ G9 F rRH9 F depends only on b if we fix a and a 9
Äand we denote it by b.
ÄŽ Ž ..The next step is to prove that b RH F s 1, where H is the kernel of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a . Take any h g RH F and choose h t g H O such that h 0 s 1 and
Ž .h 1 s h. As in the proof of Proposition 1.4, we can write h s g g with1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g , g g U F . Since G F rR s 1, one can choose g t g G O such that1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g 0 s 1 and g 1 s g . Then we have h t s g t ? g t for some g t1 1 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. XŽ .g G O , such that g 0 s 1 and g 1 s g . Denote h g t by g t g2 2 2 O i i
Ž . XŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž . XŽ .G9 O , i s 1, 2. By Lemma 1.1, g 0 s h g 0 s h 1 s 1 and g 1 si F i F i
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . X Ž . X Ž .h g 1 s h g , i s 1, 2. Consider the product h9 t s g t ? g t gF i F i 1 2
Ž .G9 O . The equalities
a X h9 t s a X gX t ? a X gX t s a X h g t ? a X h g tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .O O 1 O 2 O O 1 O O 2
s b a g t ? b a g t s b a h t s 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 O 1 O O 2 O O
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Ž . Ž . Ž . X Ž . X Ž .imply that h9 t g H9 O . Since, by Lemma 1.1, h9 0 s g 0 ? g 0 s 11 2
and
h9 1 s gX 1 ? gX 1 s h g ? h g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 F 1 F 2
it follows that
Äb h s h g ? h g ? RH9 F s 1 ? RH9 FŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F 1 F 2
Ž . Ž .is the trivial element in G9 F rRH9 F .
ÄIt follows from Lemma 3.2 that b induces a homomorphism
G F rRH F “ G9 F rRH9 F ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä Äwhich we also denote by b. The restriction of b gives a homomorphism
Ž . Ž .H F rR “ H9 F rR.
It is convenient to use the categorical language. Let F be an infinite
Ž .field. We define a category C s C F as follows. Objects are algebraic
group homomorphisms a : G “ T over F, such that G is an R-trivial
reductive group defined over F and T is an algebraic torus over F. A
a a 9
morphism from G “ T to G9 “ T 9 is a group homomorphism b : T “ T 9,
such that for any field extension ErF the image of the composition
b ( a belongs to the image of a X . The composition of morphisms in CE E E
is defined in an obvious way.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let A be a central simple algebra over an infinite field
F. The group GL is clearly rational and reductive; hence, the reduced1, A
Žnorm homomorphism Nrd: GL “ G is an object of C cf. Proposi-1, A m , F
.tion 2.1 .
THEOREM 3.4. There exists a unique co¤ariant functor F: C “ A B with
the following two properties.
aŽ .1 For any object G “ T ,
a
F G “ T s G F rR Ker a F .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /
a a 9Ž . Ž . Ž .2 For any morphism b : G “ T “ G9 “ T 9 , for any neighbor-
hood U ; G of e, and for any lifting h: U “ G9 of b : T “ T 9 satisfying
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Ž .h e s e9, the following diagram commutes:
h 6Ž . Ž .U F G9 F
6 6
Ž .F ba a 96 6 6Ž . Ž .F G T F G9 T 9 .
Proof. We define a functor
F : C “ A B,
a Ž . Ž .taking an object G “ T to the abelian group G F rRH F , where H s
Ž . Ž .ker a cf. Lemma 1.2 , and a morphism b to
Äb : G F rRH F “ G9 F rRH9 F ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
defined as above. In order to prove that F takes compositions to composi-
tions, consider two composable morphisms in C :
b b 9a a 9 a 0
G “ T “ G9 “ T 9 “ G0 “ T 0 .ž / ž / ž /
Denote by h: G “ G9 and h9: G9 “ G0 two rational morphisms, such
Ž . Ž .that a 9(h s b ( a , a 0( h9 s b9( a 9 and h 1 s 1, h9 1 s 1. Since the
image of h contains 1, belonging to the set of definition of h9, the
composition h0 s h9(h is well defined and a 0( h0 s b0( a , where
b0 s b9( b.
Let U9 ; G9 be the subset of definition of h9. Choose a nonempty open
Ž .subset U ; G, such that h is defined on U and h U ; U9. Then h0 is
defined on U and hY coincides with the compositionF
h h
X
F F
U F “ U9 F “ G0 F .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä Ä ÄHence, by Proposition 1.4, we have b0 s b9( b , since the restriction of
Ž . Ythe both sides on U F equals h followed by the natural surjectionF
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G0 F “ G0 F rRH0 F , where H0 s ker a 0 . Therefore, F is a well-
defined functor.
The second statement follows from Lemma 3.2.
Restricting F, we get a functor
C : C “ A B,
a Ž . Ž .taking an object G “ T to the group H F rR, where H s ker a .
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Remark 3.5. If a homomorphism b : T “ T 9 of algebraic tori, viewed
b b 9aŽ . Ž . Ž .as a morphism G “ T “ G9 “ T 9 of two objects in C F , can be lifted
Ž . Ž . Ž .to a homomorphism g : G “ G9, then clearly F b : G F rRH F “
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .G9 F rRH9 F resp. C b : H F rR “ H9 F rR is induced by g :F
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..G F “ G9 F resp. by the restriction of g to H F .F
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let A be a central simple algebra over an infinite field
F. Since the image of the reduced norm homomorphism A=“ F= de-
pends only on the Brauer class of A, the identity automorphism of Gm , F
can be viewed as two mutually inverse isomorphisms between
Nrd NrdŽ . Ž . Ž .GL “ G and GL “ G in C F for any n. The application1, A m , F n, A m , F
; 6Ž . Ž Ž ..of the functor F leads then to an isomorphism K A K M A ,1 1 n
Ž . Ž . Žwhich is induced by the embedding A ¤ M A , a ‹ diag a, 1, . . . , 1 cf.n
.Examples 1.3 and 3.3 and Remark 3.5 .
4. NORM HOMOMORPHISM
Let ErF be a finite separable field extension, L a normal closure of E,
and H a commutati¤e algebraic group over F. One can define the norm
homomorphism
H E “ H FŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .by taking an element h g H E to the product in arbitrary order! of all
Ž .g h , where g runs over a set of representatives of right cosets
Ž . Ž .Gal LrF rGal LrE . Clearly, this map gives rise to the norm homomor-
Ž .phism R H “ H of algebraic groups.Er F E
If H is not commutative, the definition as above makes no sense. But it
turns out that under certain conditions the norm homomorphism exists on
the groups of R-equivalence classes.
Assume that F is a perfect infinite field. Let a : G “ T be an object in
Ž . Ž .the category C F , and H s ker a . For a finite separable field extension
ErF, we can consider the homomorphism a : G “ T as an object inE E E
Ž .C E . Then
R a : R G “ R TŽ . Ž . Ž .Er F E Er F E Er F E
Ž .is again an object in C F .
w xBy the norm principle 13, Theorem 3.9 , the norm homomorphism
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T E “ T F takes the image of a : G E “ T E to the image of a :E F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G F “ T F . Hence, a and R a are objects in C F and the normEr F E
Ž .homomorphism for algebraic tori N : R T “ T can be viewed asEr F Er F E
Ž . Ž .a morphism from R a to a in the category C F . Applying theEr F E
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functors F and C to this morphism, we get the norm homomorphisms
N : G E rRH E “ G F rRH F ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Er F
N : H E rR “ H F rR .Ž . Ž .Er F
Remark 4.1. The perfectness condition for F can be replaced by the
following one: there exists a finite extension ErF of degree prime to
Ž .p s char F such that G splits i.e., contains a split maximal torus .E
Indeed, working over the perfect field F p
y‘
instead of F, one proves that
the norm principle holds up to a p-primary power. On the other hand,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . wthe E: F -power of T F is in the image of G F “ T F by 13, Theo-
xrem 4.3 .
Ž .Remark 4.2. If G is a torus, then the norm homomorphism R GEr F E
“ G is a lifting of one for the torus T. Hence, the norm homomorphism
N is the reduction modulo R-equivalence of the norm homomorphismEr F
Ž . Ž .H E “ H F defined for the commutative group H.
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let A be a central simple algebra over an infinite field
F and let ErF be a finite separable extension of degree n. Denote by a :
GL “ G and b : GL “ G the reduced norm homomor-1, A m , F n, A m , F
phisms. The norm homomorphism
N : R G “ G ,Ž .Er F m , E m , F
viewed as a morphism
r
R a “ aŽ .Er F E
Ž .in C F , equals the composition
r9 m
R a “ b “ a ,Ž .Er F E
Ž .where r9 is given by N and m is the isomorphism in C F given by the
Ž .identity automorphism of G . Hence, by Example 1.3, the map F r :m , F
Ž . Ž .K A “ K A equals the composition1 E 1
Ž . Ž .F r 9 F m6 6
K A K M A K A .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 E 1 n 1
The action of E on itself by multiplication induces an embedding E ¤
Ž . Ž .M F , which, in turn, gives rise to an embedding i: A ¤ M A . Sincen E n
Ž .the map N above extends to the group homomorphism R GL “Er F 1, A E
Ž .GL , associated to i, by Remark 3.5, F r9 is induced by i. Then, A
Ž . wisomorphism F m is the inverse to the one in Example 3.6. Hence, by 16,
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x Ž .Sect. 14 , F r coincides with the norm homomorphism in algebraic
K-theory.
It readily follows from the definition that the norm homomorphism is
transitive; i.e., if KrE is a finite separable extension, then N sK r F
N ( N .Er F K r E
The following propositions give a picture of the functorial behavior of
the norm homomorphism.
PROPOSITION 4.4. The composition
NEr F 6
H F rR “ H E rR H F rRŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .coincides with the E: F -power homomorphism.
Ž .Proof. Follows from the fact that in the category C F the composition
NEr F 6
T “ R T TŽ .Er F E
Ž .is the E: F -power map.
ba a 9Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.5. Let G “ T “ G9 “ T 9 be a morphism in C F ,
Ž . Ž .H s ker a , H9 s ker a 9 . Then the following diagram commutes:
NEr F 6Ž . Ž .H E rR H F rR
6 6
Ž . Ž .C b C bE
NEr F 6Ž . Ž .H9 E rR H9 F rR.
Proof. We apply the functor C to the commutative square
NEr F 6Ž .R T TEr F E
6 6
Ž .R b bEr F E
NEr FX 6Ž .R T T 9Er F E
Ž .viewed as a diagram of morphisms in C F .
THEOREM 4.6. Let F be an arbitrary field, let H be a simply connected
Žabsolutely simple group of classical type A , B , C , D in the latter case wen n n n
.assume that char F / 2 defined o¤er F, and let ErF be a finite separable
field extension. Then there exists a well-defined norm homomorphism
N : H E rR “ H F rR .Ž . Ž .Er F
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wProof. All algebraic groups over a finite field are R-trivial by 5,
xCorollary 6 . Hence, we can assume that F is an infinite field. We will use
w x Ž w x.the classification results given in 21 cf. 10 .
It suffices to prove that H is the semisimple part of a reductive rational
group G. Then we can apply the construction of the norm homomorphism
Ž .described above to the object G “ GrH of the category C F .
Case A . The group H of inner type is isomorphic to SL , where An 1, A
is a central simple algebra of degree n q 1. This group is the semisimple
part of the rational reductive group GL . The corresponding norm1, A
homomorphism is considered in Example 4.3.
Let H be of outer type. Then H is isomorphic to the special unitary
Ž .group SU B, t , where B is a central simple algebra of degree n q 1 over a
separable quadratic field extension LrF, with an involution t of the
Ž .second kind trivial on F. The group SU B, t is the kernel of the reduced
norm epimorphism
Nrd: U B , t “ T ,Ž .
where T is the norm 1 torus of the extension LrF, i.e.,
NLr F 6
T s ker R G GŽ .ž /L r F m , L m , F
Ž .and U B, t is the unitary group with the group of F-points
U B , t s b g B= such that t b ? b s 1 . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .The unitary group U B, t is reductive and rational by Proposition 2.4,
Ž .having SU B, t as the semisimple part. Note that the norm principle for
Ž .the image of Nrd: U B, t “ T holds in any characteristic. Indeed, the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž =. Ž .image of U B, t “ T F equals 1 y t Nrd B cf. Proposition 5.2 and
the norm principle clearly holds for the group of values of the reduced
norm.
Ž .Case B . The group H is isomorphic to the spinor group Spin q , wheren
q is a regular quadratic form over F of dimension 2n q 1, being the kernel
of the spinor norm homomorphism
Sn: G q “ G ,Ž . m , F
Ž .where G q is the even Clifford group of q. There exists a surjective
Ž . Ž . Žhomomorphism of G q onto the special orthogonal group O q being aq
.rational group by Proposition 2.4 with the kernel isomorphic to G .m , F
Ž . Ž .Hence, G q is a G -torsor over O q and then by Hilbert 90 it ism , F q
Ž . Ž .birationally isomorphic to the product O q = G . Thus, G q is aq m , F
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Ž .rational group with the semisimple part Spin q . Note that the norm
Ž w x.principle for spinor norms holds in any characteristic cf. 8 .
Ž .Case C . The group H is isomorphic to the symplectic group Sp A, sn
for a central simple F-algebra A of degree 2n with a symplectic involution
s . This group is rational by Proposition 2.4; hence, the norm homomor-
phism exists trivially.
Ž .Case D . The group H is isomorphic to the spinor group Spin A, sn
being the kernel of the spinor norm homomorphism
Sn: G A , s “ G ,Ž . m , F
Ž .where G A, s is the even Clifford group of a central simple F-algebra A
with an orthogonal involution s . There exists a surjective homomorphism
Ž . Ž . Žof G A, s onto the special orthogonal group O A, s being a rationalq
.group by Proposition 2.4 with the kernel isomorphic to G . Hence, anm , F
Ž .argument similar to one in case B , shows that G A, s is a rational groupn
Ž .with the semisimple part Spin A, s .
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let q be a regular quadratic form over F. Then for a
finite separable field extension ErF there is a norm homomorphism
Spin q rR “ Spin q rR .Ž . Ž .E
Note that we have no characteristic assumption, since the norm principle
w xfor spinor norms holds for any field F by 8 .
Remark 4.8. Since a simply connected semisimple group is the direct
Ž .product of groups R H9 , where LrF is a finite separable fieldL r F
Ž w x.extension and H9 is an absolutely simple group cf. 21 , and the functor
R takes the rational groups to the rational ones, we have proved thatL r F
for any simply connected classical group, which has no simple components
D if char F s 2, there exists a norm homomorphism. The characteristicn
assumption is due to absence of the proof of the norm principle for simply
connected groups of type D in characteristic 2.n
The following statement is another functorial property of the norm
homomorphism.
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let H be a group as in Remark 4.8 and let ErF be a
finite separable field extension. Then for any maximal torus S ; H, defined
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o¤er F, the following diagram:
NEr F 6Ž . Ž .S E S F
6 6
NEr F 6Ž . Ž .H E rR H F rR,
where the ¤ertical homomorphisms are induced by the inclusion of S into H, is
commutati¤e.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.6, we can assume that F is an
infinite field. We embed H into a group G such that all maximal tori in G
Ž .are rational cf. Theorem 4.6 and the proof of Proposition 2.4 . Let P be a
maximal torus in G containing S. Since P is a rational torus, the composi-
tion P ¤ G “ T s GrH is an object of C. Hence, one can apply Propo-
Ž . Ž .sition 4.5 and Remark 4.2 to the morphism P “ T “ G “ T in C
given by the identity on T.
5. SPECIAL UNITARY GROUPS
In this section we compute the group of R-equivalence classes for the
Ž .special unitary group SU B, t , where B is a central simple algebra with
an involution t of the second kind over a separable quadratic field
extension LrF.
Consider also the group homomorphism
a s a : R GL “ T ,Ž .B L r F 1, B
where
NLr F 6
T s ker R G G ,Ž .ž /L r F m , L m , F
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..defined by the formula a b s Nrd b rt Nrd b . Clearly, a can be
Ž .viewed as an object in C F . We denote the kernel of a by K s K . TheB
= Ž . =group of F-points of K, consisting of all b g B , such that Nrd b g F ,
we denote by S9 s SX . Any invertible t-symmetric element b g B= be-B
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .longs to S9 s K F . Moreover, if we consider b t s 1 q t b y 1 g K O ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .then b 0 s 1 and b 1 s b; i.e., b is an R-trivial element in K F .
Denote by S s S the subgroup in S9, generated by invertible t-symmet-B
Ž .ric elements in B, so that S ; RK F . The group S does not depend on
the choice of involution of the second kind on B.
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Ž .LEMMA 5.1. S s RK F .
w xProof. By 24 , S9 s S if B splits. Hence, we can assume that the field
F is infinite.
Ž .Assume first that B is a skewfield. Take any b g RK F and choose
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b t g K O , such that b 0 s 1 and b 1 s b. The group S9rS does not
w xchange under purely transcendental extensions by 25, Theorem 2 ; hence,
Ž . Ž .b t s b ? s ??? ? s , where b g K F and s are t-symmetric elements in0 1 n 0 i
B . Since B is a skewfield, one can modify s , multiplying by appropriateF Ž t . i
powers of t and t y 1, so that s are defined at points t s 0 and t s 1.i
Ž .y1 Ž .Then b s b 0 ? b 1 , being the product of the t-symmetric elements
Ž .y1 Ž .s 0 and s 1 , belongs to S.i i
Consider now the general case. Let D be a central skewfield over L,
Brauer equivalent to B, so that B is isomorphic to a matrix algebra over
D. We consider GL as a subgroup in GL by identifying an element d1, D 1, B
Ž .with the diagonal matrix diag d, 1, . . . , 1 . Since t is the adjoint involution
w xwith respect to some nondegenerate hermitian form 10, Theorem 4.2 , we
may assume that t preserves GL . By the first part of the proof, the left1, D
vertical homomorphism in the commutative diagram
S
X rS “ SX rSD D B B
x x
Ž . Ž .K F rR “K F rRD B
w xis an isomorphism. The top arrow is an isomorphism by 24, Lemma 2.3 .
The group homomorphisms
a : R GL “ T and a : R GL “ TŽ . Ž .D L r F 1, D B L r F 1, B
have the same images on the groups of points over any field extension of
F. Hence, the identity automorphism of T represents an isomorphism
between a and a in the category C. Since the reduced norm of anD B
element d g D equals the reduced norm of the corresponding diagonal
matrix in B, the application of the functor C to this isomorphism shows
that the bottom arrow in the diagram is an isomorphism. Hence, the right
Ž .vertical homomorphism is also an isomorphism, i.e., S s RK F .B B
Ž .Let Nrd: U B, t “ T be the reduced norm homomorphism. The fol-
lowing proposition will be very useful.
w xPROPOSITION 5.2 13, Prop. 6.1; 1, Theorem 5.1.3 . For any field exten-
sion ErF the images of Nrd and a coincide.E E
w xRemark 5.3. This proposition was proved in 13 for perfect fields and
w xin 1 for arbitrary fields of characteristic / 2. However, a small modifica-
w xtion of the argument in 1 shows that it works in characteristic 2 as well.
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It follows from Proposition 5.2 that the identity automorphism of T can
Ž .be viewed as an isomorphism between Nrd and a in the category C F .
The application of the functor C and Lemma 5.1 then give the following
Ž .computation of the group of R-equivalence classes of the group SU B, t .
;Ž .THEOREM 5.4. There is a natural isomorphism SU B, t rR “ S9rS.
w xRemark 5.5. In 17 this statement was proved under the assumption
that the involution t is isotropic.
w x Ž .By 24 , the group S9rS is trivial if ind B is square-free. Thus, we
obtain
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.6. If ind B is square-free, then SU B, t is R-tri¤ial.
Consider the isomorphism in Theorem 5.4 in detail. Choose an element
Ž . Ž .x g L with the LrF -trace 1 one can take x s 1r2 if char F / 2 .
Ž .Denote by U ; U B, t the open subset of all b such that the element
Ž .xb q t x is invertible in B. Clearly, 1 g U. Consider the morphism
h : U “ R GL ,Ž .L r F 1, B
Ž . Ž .given by the formula h b s xb q t x . We can view h as a rational
Ž . Ž . Ž .morphism U B, t “ R GL . Since for any b in U B, t one hasL r F 1, B
Ž .t b b s 1, it follows that
t x t b q x b s xb q t x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Hence,
a h b s a xb q t xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s Nrd xb q t x rNrd t x t b q x s Nrd b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .i.e., a (h s Nrd. Therefore, for any b g U F the isomorphism in Theo-
Ž .rem 5.4 takes b to xb q t x . Clearly, the latter does not depend on the
choice of x and for any invertible b one can find x g L with the trace 1,
Ž .such that the element xb q t x is invertible.
Ž .It follows from Theorem 5.4 that the group SU B, t rR does not
depend on the choice of involution t . The explanation of this fact is given
by the following
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.7. The groups SU B, t and K are stably birationallyB
isomorphic.
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Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram with the cartesian
square:
Ž . Ž .SU B, t 5 SU B, t
x x
Ž .K “ G “ U B, tB
5 x x Nrd
aŽ .K “R GL “ T.B L r F 1, B
Using the fact that on the group of points the images of Nrd and a are
Ž . w xequal Proposition 5.2 , as in the proof of 14, Prop. 3 , one deduces that
the middle row and column are birationally split; hence, the groups
Ž . Ž . Ž .SU B, t = R GL and K = U B, t are birationally isomorphic.L r F 1, B
The latter factors in both products are rational.
6. BIRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF
SPECIAL UNITARY GROUPS
Let LrF be a separable quadratic field extension and let D be a central
skewfield of finite dimension over L with an involution of the second kind
on D being trivial on F. Consider a right vector space V over D of finite
dimension and a nondegenerate hermitian form h on V. Then the unitary
Ž . Ž .group U V, h of isometries of V with respect to h coincides with U B, t ,
Ž . Ž w x.where B s End V and t is the adjoint involution of h cf. 19, 10 . TheD
Ž . Ž .special unitary group SU V, h equals SU B, t .
Let w g V be an anisotropic vector and let W s w H be the orthogonal
Ž .complement to w. A nontrivial isometry c g U V, h , which is identity on
W, is called a reflection on V. The image of c y id equals wD. Hence, the
Ž .space W is determined by c as the orthogonal complement to c ¤ y ¤
Ž . Ž w x.for any ¤ g V, such that c ¤ / ¤ cf. 19, p. 268 .
Ž .LEMMA 6.1. Let ¤ and ¤ 9 be anisotropic ¤ectors in V, such that h ¤ , ¤ s
Ž .h ¤ 9, ¤ 9 and ¤ 9 y ¤ is an anisotropic ¤ector. Then there is a unique reflection
Ž . Ž .c g U V, h , such that c ¤ s ¤ 9.
Proof. Denote ¤ 9 y ¤ by w and w H by W. Since
h ¤ , ¤ s h ¤ 9, ¤ 9 s h ¤ , ¤ q h ¤ , w q h w , ¤ q h w , w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
it follows that ¤ f W. Hence, the linear map c , defined by the conditions
Ž . < <c ¤ s ¤ 9 and c s id , is clearly a reflection.W W
Ž . Ž .Conversely, let c be a reflection, such that c ¤ s ¤ 9. Since w s c ¤
y ¤ is nontrivial, c must be identical on W and hence is uniquely
determined.
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Let ¤ g V be an anisotropic vector. Denote by V 9 the orthogonal
complement of ¤ in V and by h9 the restriction of h on V 9. Then h9 is a
Ž .nondegenerate hermitian form on V 9 and U V 9, h9 can be identified with
Ž . Ž .the subgroup in U V, h consisting of all w, such that w ¤ s ¤ . Denote by
Ž . Ž . Ž .X the factor variety of right cosets U V, h rU V 9, h9 and by I ; U V, h
the subvariety of reflections.
Ž .LEMMA 6.2. The restriction of the natural surjection p : U V, h “ X to I
is a birational isomorphism between I and X.
Proof. Denote by I9 the open subvariety in I consisting of all reflec-
Ž . Ž .tions c , such that c ¤ / ¤ , i.e., c ¤ y ¤ is an anisotropic vector, and by
Ž . Ž .U9 the open subvariety in U V, h consisting of all w, such that w ¤ y ¤ is
anisotropic. By Lemma 6.1,
U9 s I9 ? U V 9, h9 , I9 = U V 9, h9 ,Ž . Ž .
i.e., the restriction of p on I9 yields an isomorphism between I9 and the
image of U9 in X.
Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows:
r
Ž . Ž .1 “SU V 9, h9 “SU V, h “ X “1
5x x
pŽ . Ž .1 “ U V 9, h9 “ U V, h “ X “1.
By Lemma 6.2, the map p splits rationally. We would like to show that r
is also rationally split. Let E be the function field of X. Since p splits,
Ž . Ž . Ž .there is w g U V , h such that p w is the generic point in X E . ByE E E
Proposition 5.2, the image of the reduced norm homomorphism
=Nrd: U V , h “ L m EŽ . Ž .E E F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žequals 1 y « Nrd B s 1 y « Nrd D here « is the generator of theE E
.Galois group of L m ErE and hence does not depend on the hermitianF
form h. In particular, the reduced norm homomorphism
=X XNrd: U V , h “ L m EŽ . Ž .E E F
has the same image. Therefore, we can modify w by an element from
Ž X X . Ž . Ž .U V , h such that Nrd w s 1, i.e., w g SU V , h , and hence r splitsE E E E
Ž . Ž .rationally. In particular, SU V, h is birationally isomorphic to SU V 9, h9
= X.
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Ž .LEMMA 6.3. The group SU V, h is birationally isomorphic to the product
Ž . kSU V 9, h9 = A for some k.F
Proof. By Lemma 6.2, it suffices to show that I is a rational variety.
Ž .Denote by P V the subvariety of one-dimensional D-subspaces in V.D
This is a rational projective homogeneous variety being a twisted form of a
Ž w x.Grassmannian variety cf. 15 . Consider the dominant morphism m:
Ž .I “ P V , taking a reflection c to the image of c y id. A fiber over anD
anisotropic one-dimensional D-subspace V ; V is isomorphic to the1
Ž .unitary group U V , h , where h is the restriction of h on V . Since the1 1 1 1
variety of the unitary group is rational, the generic fiber of m and hence I
is also rational.
THEOREM 6.4. There is an in¤olution s of the second kind on D, such
Ž . Ž . rthat SU V, h is birationally isomorphic to SU D, s = A for some r.F
Proof. By Lemma 6.3 and induction, it suffices to consider the case
Ž . Ž . Ž .dim V s 1. But in this case SU V, h s SU D, s for some involution s
on D of the second kind.
COROLLARY 6.5. Let B be a central simple L-algebra with an in¤olution t
Ž .of the second kind tri¤ial on F. If ind B F 3, then the ¤ariety of the group
Ž .SU B, t is rational.
Ž .Proof. By the Wedderburn theorem, B , End V , where D is aD
central skewfield over L of degree at most 3 and V is a vector space over
D. Then the involution t is isomorphic to the adjoint involution with
Ž w x.respect to a certain nondegenerate hermitian form h on V cf. 9, 10 . By
Ž .Theorem 6.4, it suffices to show that the group SU D, s is rational. But
the latter is a semisimple group of rank at most 2, and hence is rational
Ž .Corollary 2.3 .
Ž . w xRemark 6.6. Since SU B, t , SL , it follows from 12 that theL 1, B
Ž . Ž .group SU B, t is not R-trivial and hence is not stably rational if ind B is
divisible by 4.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 6.7. Let B, t and B9, t 9 be central simple L-algebras
with in¤olutions of the second kind. If B and B9 are Brauer equi¤alent
Ž . Ž .algebras, then the groups SU B, t and SU B9, t 9 are stably birationally
isomorphic.
Proof. Let D be a central division L-algebra Brauer equivalent to B
Ž .and B9. By Theorem 6.4, it suffices to show that the groups SU D, s and
Ž .SU D, s 9 , where s and s 9 are some involutions of the second kind on a
skewfield D, are stably birationally isomorphic. But, by Proposition 5.7,
these groups are stably birationally isomorphic to K .D
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Remark 6.8. The corollary shows that the stable birational type of the
Ž .group SU B, t depends only on the Brauer class of B and does not
depend on the involution t .
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